
A Day in the Life of an ArkadinVision User



A VISION OF VISION:



A day in the life  
of collaboration.



Dave’s an organised guy.



Workmates like him, 
because he never 
slacks off.

Customers like him, because  
he always returns calls.

His boss likes him, because  
he takes responsibility.



Dave’s a connector.

Dave’s a communicator.

Dave’s a collaborator.



ArkadinVision 
helps him be all three.
At the hours he chooses to be. 



Let’s join him on a day’s 
journey.



6AM: TALKING 
TURKEY TO TOKYO



Early riser? As if.
 
When Dave wakes up early, 
it’s not to spend more time 
at the office.



But talking to APAC on their clock gives him 
the edge… so he dials in from his phone, 
audio only, from his kitchen counter.



By 6.30 the 
deal’s done - from 
his kitchen table. 
 
The tool gave him the 
freedom and flexibility to do 
the deal in a manner of his 
choosing.



 

9.30AM: KICKING 
IDEAS AROUND  

THE GLOBE



Not every day’s 
an office day. 
 
But today Dave wants a big 
stage to introduce a new 
team member.



1.75bn work remotely for 
some or all of their work.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByLoZ1gHOBDmWTBiTkpnWDNCVk0/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByLoZ1gHOBDmWTBiTkpnWDNCVk0/view


The new hire’s in 
Berlin. The team’s 
in Paris. And Dave’s 
in Madrid.
 
So it’s into the Boardroom…. 
with its 60-inch presentation 
screen.



Luckily, 

ArkadinVision 
can be used as easily in a video 
conferencing room as it can be on 
Dave’s mobile. 



When Jo, the new hire, 
 
introduces herself to 20 people in glorious technicolour,  
she hears the applause. 



Not much training needed 
for Jo, thinks Dave.



 

11.30AM:  
COLLABORATING  

UP CLOSE



Dave’s attending  
a lunch event across 
town, and traffic’s 
heavy.
 
From the taxi he pulls up speaker 
bios on his tablet. As it often 
happens, the best speakers aren’t 
the best-known.



What’s this?  
These speakers, 
James and Sue,  
are not just 
experts -
 
they’re both a perfect fit as 
customers. Dave decides he 
needs to bring his big guns in.



He grabs his iPad and gets two of 
his best team back at the office 
to do a quick video call in the 
taxi. 



Sharing speaker bios he asks them to 
do a deep background on both speakers’ 
companies.



When he arrives 
at the event,
 
Dave knows who to sit next 
to...and how they can be 
turned into this year’s Big Win.



 

2PM:  
COMMUNICATING  

IN CUPS



Post-lunch lull. 
 
That Fettucine was good.  
He takes a timeout for  
a welcome espresso.



The audience effect means you work 
smarter in a coffee shop.

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2090717-do-you-get-your-best-work-done-in-coffee-shops-heres-why/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2090717-do-you-get-your-best-work-done-in-coffee-shops-heres-why/


Over the pasta, James agreed to a meeting; 
Sue was harder to convince. Until Dave 
demonstrated how easy it’d be to take his call.



He jumps into his calendar 
and, using an email plugin, 
sets up their meeting with 
a single click - all sorted. 

The date  
is set. 



So the meeting’s pencilled in for next 
week… without anyone having to break their 
schedule. Customers’ needs first. Double 
that for potential customers.



 

4PM: STITCHING 
TOGETHER TO SEW  

IT UP



Today is the dreaded 
“Monthly Project  
Catch-Up”.

And Dave’s determined not turn a 
catch-up into a slow-down. Or worse, 
a free-for-all. Monthly reviews are 
a time to get things sewn up. And 
the thing about good sewing: it’s 
seamless.



36% 
of people would choose 
flexible work options 
over a pay rise.

https://www.bluejeans.com/blog/10-must-know-video-conferencing-statistics
https://www.bluejeans.com/blog/10-must-know-video-conferencing-statistics
https://www.bluejeans.com/blog/10-must-know-video-conferencing-statistics


The operatives are 
overseas on mobile 
phones.
 
The controllers are huddled around 
a desk. The budget owner is on 
assignment in Milan and the Sales 
Manager is in the airport on the way 
to Brazil.



They can all join the call 
seamlessly, making the monthly 
catch-up go rather smoothly.



No sweat. Phones, 
tablets, laptops, 
desktops, Skype for 
Business and video 
rooms,
 
all connect seamlessly to his digital 
meeting space, letting the right 
people talk and other people work.



 

6.30PM: TIME 
FOR REAL  

COMMUNICATION.



Dave’s got a lot done 
today, but there’s a few 
more items to tick off. 
However, there’s a more important item 
on the agenda...



His daughter’s birthday.



20 billion
mobile devices are  
connected to the cloud.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByLoZ1gHOBDmWTBiTkpnWDNCVk0/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByLoZ1gHOBDmWTBiTkpnWDNCVk0/view


On his way home 
to his daughter’s 
birthday,

he jumps on a call with his team 
and briefs them about a new project 
starting tomorrow.



He arrives back to 
arguably the most 
important meeting 
of the day…

His daughter and her friends 
greet him for the pizza party…



It’s not the most stress free 
welcome but it’s what is 
most important to him.



That’s a day in the life  
of Dave.



Your day will 
be different. 
Everyone’s day is.

That’s why you need a digital 
meeting space that works 
around you, your day and 
whatever it brings.



So you thought

was all about work?



WRONG.
It’s about bringing business to life.



Get stuff done your way.



Takeaways

Just because you can video conference doesn’t always mean you have to. A 
tool that supports audio, web and video conferencing gives you flexibility to 
choose how you communicate.

The best collaboration tools aren’t fussy about what device you use

People work differently from taxi, airport to kitchen table. Smart conferencing 
lets them choose how they connect.

The bigger the shared understanding, the better the outcome

Workplace collaboration isn’t all about work



vision.arkadin.com

http://vision.arkadin.com/

